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Abstract

Bush encroachment (BE) describes a global problem severely affecting savanna ecosystems in Africa. Invasive species and woody vegetation spread out in areas where they are not naturally occurring and suppress endemic vegetation, mainly grasses. Livestock is directly affected by decreasing grasslands and inedible invasive species which are a result of the process of BE. For many small scale farmers in developing countries livestock represents a type of insurance particular in times of crop failure and droughts. Among that, BE is also becoming an increasing problem for crop production. Studies on the mapping of BE have so far only focused on smaller regions using high-resolution data and aerial photography. But they rarely provide information that goes beyond the local or national level. In our project, we aimed at a continental-wide assessment of BE. For this, we developed a process chain using a multi-scale approach to detect woody vegetation for the African continent. The resulted map was calibrated with field data provided by field surveys and experts in Southern and Eastern Africa. Supervised classification linked field data of woody vegetation, known as BE, to the respective pixel of multi-scale remote sensing data. The regression technique was based on random forests, a machine learning classification and regression approach programmed in R. Hotpots of woody vegetation were further overlaid with significant increasing Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) trends which can refer to BE. Secondly, the probability of BE occurrence based on possible identified causes such as fire occurrence, mean annual precipitation rates, soil moisture, cattle density and CO₂ emissions was analyzed. By this, possible areas for BE occurrence based on their pre-conditions and risk factors were identified.

This approach includes multiple datasets derived from earth observation data to detect BE – a severe and ongoing global problem – at the continental level. Within the study’s duration of seven months, a method to upscale field data to a larger level could be developed. Nevertheless, improvement is needed to provide a reliable continental map on BE. Especially the integration of more field data will be needed which is currently under consideration. The identification of woody vegetation and the probability of its occurrence can help to prevent further ecosystem degradation. Moreover, sustainable land management strategies in these areas can be focused to support pastoralists and their livelihoods in rural areas.
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1. Introduction

Bush encroachment (BE) is defined as the “suppression of palatable grasses and herbs by encroaching woody species” (Ward, 2005, 101). Grassland cover is decreasing as soils favor woody vegetation represented by shrubs and bushes over grasses due to several factors including livestock or climatic variables such as increasing rainfall. Besides “bush encroachment” the expansion of bushes is also known as “shrub expansion” (Naito & Cairns, 2011), “grassland-forest-transition” (Bai et al., 2004) or “woody vegetation cover change” (Fensham, Fairfax & Archer, 2005). The awareness of increasing bushes especially in Southern Africa started in the 1980s. During this time “bush encroachment” became a commonly used term (Welz, 2013). The expansion of woody vegetation cover over grasses is a global problem and highly diverse in terms of factors triggering this process but also with regard to occurrence across the globe. It represents a loss in soil fertility and thereby also an indicator of land degradation which is developing fast (MEA 2005; Dube, 2007).

The African continent is facing this problem especially in the Savanna ecosystems (Hudak & Wessman, 2001). It creates an imbalance of trees and grasses, while also describing a decrease in biodiversity as well as a decrease in the carrying capacity of an ecosystem (Kruger, 2002; de Klerk, 2004). The most affected ecosystems are savannas, often described as instable systems (Sankaran et al., 2005). But also desert and mesic grasslands and the Arctic tundra are facing BE (Naito & Cairns, 2011). With regard to decreasing grasslands also livestock and rural pastoralists depending on these areas are affected and therefore included in the ongoing discussion of this problem. While nearly half of the population in Africa lives in rural areas and around 70% of them are living in poverty natural resources are of high importance to sustain a living – especially with regard to crop production or livestock (IFAD, 2010; Nachtergaele et al., 2010). Livestock represents a type of insurance for the poor, particularly in times of crop failure or droughts (Speranza et al., 2008).

In South Africa BE already affects 10-20 million hectares of land (Ward, 2005). The coexistence of trees and grasses describes the characteristic of savanna ecosystems while BE refers to a meta-stability (Scholes & Archer, 1997). The increasing of woody vegetation and the decreasing of palatable grassland at the same time has multiple negative effects (Welz, 2013). Besides the suppression of grasslands and thereby food for herbivores it also impacts agricultural productivity and biodiversity in multiple ways (Ward, 2005; Kraaij & Ward, 2006; Wigley et al., 2009). For example the cape vulture, a bird species endemic in Southern Africa, is no longer breeding in Namibia as most open land is covered with shrub and tree cover due to BE (Bamford et al., 2007). As they need long flat areas to run and takeoff in the air this becomes more difficult with increasing woody vegetation (Welz, 2013). The thorny bushes moreover are not edible for most animals. In South Africa e.g. cheetahs are restricted in their hunting habits due to BE occurrence in their former hunting areas (Meik et al., 2002; Purchase et al., 2007).
South Africa and Namibia in particular are heavily faced by increasing woody vegetation in flat areas and grassland (Welz, 2013). Southern Africa is represented widely in studies on BE detection and management strategies to combat this process (Trollope, 1980; Ward, 2005; Kraaij & Ward, 2006; Wigley et al., 2009). Besides Africa also other continents are affected such as Australia, where foliage cover increased by around 11% within the last thirty years (Donohue et al., 2013), Northern America where especially mesquite – a *prosopis* species – is spreading (Grover & Musick, 1990; van Auken, 2000) and parts of Asia such as China (Peng et al., 2013). Among that a study by Naito and Cairns (2011) reported BE in the Arctic tundra.

BE is common in desert and mesic grasslands and Savannas but none of these ecosystems are clearly defined (Naito & Cairns, 2011). Similar difficulties arise when searching for causes triggering BE. While one factor can be triggering BE within one ecosystem it might hinder the process in another. As Savanna ecosystems are among the most vulnerable to the expansion of woody vegetation variables impacting this system with regard to BE were in focus. Besides increasing livestock factors like rainfall and soil moisture play a key role. Fire occurrence is important in Savanna ecosystems. Its absence is reported to trigger shrubland expansion (Scholes & Archer, 1997). Recent research promotes increasing CO₂ levels as cause for BE (Bond & Midgley, 2012).

Remote sensing is an outstanding tool to detect land cover change and its status of land over large areas. Earth observation data and techniques in general represent the only effective approach to map BE over large areas (Symeonakis & Higginbottom, 2014). A pixel – the smallest unit of a remote sensing raster dataset – contains the information for the user. Here, unique spectral characteristic can be used for classification and regression techniques. Identified land cover, the pixel value respectively, can then be linked to semantic information such as woody vegetation cover.

Many studies have already been carried out aiming at the mapping of BE at local and/or national scales in Africa. Here, focus regions and countries are Namibia (e.g. Meik et al., 2002; Wiegand et al., 2005; Symeonakis & Higginbottom, 2014), South Africa (e.g. Hudak & Weeman, 2001) and Botswana (e.g. Moleele et. al, 2002) in Southern Africa, and especially Ethiopia (e.g. Angassa & Oba, 2009; Ayanu et al., 2014) in Eastern Africa. But research on detection and mapping of BE so far has only been carried out on rather small scales. A regional or even continental mapping approach does not yet exist.

In this study a two-step approach is conducted. The first step includes the development of a method that provides the detection of woody vegetation using a machine learning classification approach that is trained with high resolution data in two different study sites. The BE map is calibrated with ground truth data provided by experts in Southern and Eastern Africa. By up-scaling location specific information to different levels of remote sensing imagery – 30 m resolution with Landsat images and 500 m resolution with Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiomater (MODIS) data – a map shows the potential and actual
areas of woody vegetation on the African continent. This map represents a first result of possible upscaling techniques for BE mapping. The second output provides a map on the probability of woody vegetation occurrence based on trigger factors of BE. Data on possible causal factors for BE were collected and furthermore modeled with woody vegetation prediction in Africa to identify areas at risk for BE. Remote sensing data and methods as well as analysis in a GIS build the main methods used. The approach is a first attempt to detect areas affected by BE but also to identify areas where BE is most likely to occur in the future based on logistic regression modeling. With further calibration it can support BE analysis in regions where further research and policy actions are needed.
2. Study Area

Land Cover of the African continent is highly diverse which results from different climatic and ecological preconditions. Figure 1 shows land cover in Africa which ranges from humid areas covered by rainforest in Central Africa to non-vegetated areas in the Sahara desert and marks the two field data locations. Grass- and shrubland can be observed in Savanna ecosystems, the Sahel zone and large patterns in Southern Africa, including Namibia and South Africa. Savannas are known for their tree-grass interaction and co-dominance which are widely discussed (Sankaran et al., 2005; Ward et al., 2012). About 20% of the earth’s land surface is covered by savanna ecosystems (Sankaran et al. 2005). They are located in tropical and subtropical regions with an alternation of wet and dry seasons (Scholes & Archer, 1997). The term savanna is not clearly defined by certain thresholds in temperature or rainfall. Although Ward et al. (2012) distinguished between an arid and humid Savanna type.

Figure 1: Land Cover Africa. Data: ESA Globcover Project, led by MEDIAS-France/Postel. Visualized and partly reclassified by authors. Data and description available via: http://due.esrin.esa.int/page_globcover.php, Arino et al. 2012
African savannas and grasslands are most commonly affected by BE (Ward, 2005; Kgosikoma & Mogotsi, 2013). In general Africa’s ecosystems are facing multiple disturbances such as wildfire and mega-herbivores (Bond, 2005). The woody vegetation which is increasing and suppresses grasses due to BE is mostly not edible or simply denied by livestock which defines the problem for pastoralists (Lesoli et al., 2013; Negasa et al., 2014).

According to different agro-ecological zones (AEZ) defined by different temperature regimes and rainfall patterns which favor different land uses also a variety of land use types take place across Africa. While areas in humid and sub-humid areas with sufficient rainfall favor crop cultivation grass- and shrubland areas are mainly suitable for livestock production and therefore pastoralists agricultural production is rather low.

Namibia and South Africa but also Botswana are often reported to be heavily affected by BE. With regard to Figure 1 these countries are characterized by large grass- and shrublands. Namibia e.g. has lost 26 Mio hectares of land due to BE (Welz, 2013). Nearly the whole country is affected but especially central parts of Namibia (Meik et al., 2002; Joubert et al., 2008). But also areas characterized here with “sparse vegetation” are known to be prone to BE including Northwestern Kenya and the northeastern parts of Ethiopia where one of our study sites was locate. The second study site was located in Northern Cape, South Africa. In both cases field data was available using aerial photos and high-resolution imagery. Both study sites are described in more detail in chapter 3.2.
3. Data and Methods

Field data from two study regions, Southern and Eastern Africa, was taken into account to develop a process chain for the mapping of BE in Africa. In Southern Africa the *acacia* type is commonly invading an area (Oldeland et al., 2010) while the invasive species *prosopis* (*prosopis juliflora*) was particularly reported in South Africa and Eastern Africa (Mwangi & Swallow, 2005; Zachariades, Hoffman & Roberts, 2011; Ayanu et al. 2014). For these two regions, from South Africa and Ethiopia, datasets were provided that contained classified woody vegetation based on known BE patterns.

In general, BE seems to not have as many negative stated effects in western Africa compared to e.g. Southern Africa. According to literature research only a very few studies which conduct research on BE in western Africa could be identified. An up-scaling approach therefore could help to get some more insights in woody vegetation cover and its dynamics in western Africa.

3.1 Remote Sensing Data

The geospatial location of the training sides led to the identification of related Landsat scenes. The scenes were chosen based on the time the field data were collected. By this the biggest overlap of ground truth information with remote sensing imagery was assured. If disturbances were noticed in the respective datasets, such as e.g. high cloud coverage, the next possible dataset was chosen. As Landsat 7 images are highly distorted data of Landsat 5 was integrated for the first up-scaling. Landsat was launched in 1972 and provides data with 30 m resolution. The sensor is able to provide an image for the exact same point every 16 days (USGS, 2013). Landsat 5, launched in 1984, comes with 4 spectral bands which allow multiple analysis and classification techniques.

MODIS multispectral data are used for the second and last level up-scaling. This data type is also used for covering whole Africa. As the surface reflectance data of MODIS with a spatial resolution of 250 m (MOD09GQ) only consist of two bands (Band 1 (RED) and Band 2 (NIR)) between 0.6 μm to 0.9 μm bandwidths, MODIS Surface Reflectance Data with 500 m resolution (MOD09GA) had to be included. The 500 m resolution MODIS data covers seven bands. In addition to channel 1 and 2 (RED and NIR) the bandwidths of the spectral channels 3 to 7 reach from 0.4μm to 2.1 μm.
3.2 Training Data – Field Data

Field data from two areas in Africa were available located in Eastern and Southern Africa. They served as a first input to develop a process chain for BE detection in Africa. Details about the location and data will be described in the following.

South Africa – Northern Cape Province, close to Kuruman

The data used for regression was based on aerial photography. Research on BE mapping was embedded in the project RCR of the University of Bonn and generated by Johannes Schmidt. The study areas were located in the Kalahari Bushveld near the City of Kuruman (Northern Cape). To classify bushes on six different farms RGB images (aerial photos with Red, Green and Blue bands) of 2007 with 0.5 m spatial resolution and panchromatic images of 2009 with 0.75 m resolution were taken into account. We used a binary classification of these images to implement a regression model with random forests to detect the possibility of BE in the Landsat and further on the MODIS image. Three different farms were included with in total 186,537 training pixels in the Landsat image for 2007 and 195,679 pixels for 2009. For MODIS 140,562 pixel were included for 2007 and 141,275 for 2009.

Ethiopia – Baadu case study site

Ayanu et al. (2014) mapped the invasive species prosopis juliflora in Ethiopia for different years (2000, 2005, 2010 and 2013). We used the latest dataset generated for the year 2013 for further classification and up-scaling. As this dataset has a 15 m resolution and is coarser than the field data used for South Africa, only the second upscale, from ASTER based data to MODIS, could be approached. This area is usually partly covered by clouds throughout the year which made it difficult to find completely cloud free images. Furthermore, several MODIS tiles cover the research area. Thus an image mosaic was created for the regression approach to upscale the classified dataset. In total 3,862 training pixels for MODIS were available.

Remote sensing data for up-scaling was always linked to the observation period of the field data. A detailed description of the data with respective dates is given in Table 1.

Table 1: Overview of remote sensing based field data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Study Site (Year)</th>
<th>Landsat (Path/Row)</th>
<th>Modis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Landsat 5 (173/079)</td>
<td>MOD09A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2007 178</td>
<td>2007 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Landsat 5 (173/079)</td>
<td>MOD09A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2009 151</td>
<td>2009 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Landsat 8 (167/053)</td>
<td>MOD09A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2013 136</td>
<td>2013 137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. The two-step approach: Analysis

Detection of BE, woody vegetation respectively, on a continental scale was conducted with a two-step approach comprising (i) the development of a prediction map of woody vegetation in Africa overlapping with significant increasing vegetation trends and (ii) the generation of a probability map which shows areas where BE is likely occurring based on the prediction map out of Step 1 as resulted outcome and trigger factors of BE using logistic regression analysis. Within the first step a multi-scale process chain was developed in R. Here, field data on BE was used as training sample as they represented bushes as the outcome of BE processes. Based on this, an up-scaling process was subsequently conducted to the continental level. The processing included the application of a random forests regression model, a machine learning regression approach which represents an effective tool for prediction (Breiman, 2001). For this analysis two level of remote sensing data with different spatial resolution and extent were used for up-scaling: Landsat data for local level analysis and MODIS data for the continental coverage. The second step includes the generation of a BE probability map using logistic regression modeling. Possible causal factors were identified that might trigger BE according to literature research. Figure 2 gives an overview about input data, processing steps and the two outcomes.

Figure 2: Two-Step approach for bush encroachment detection in Africa
4.1 Woody Vegetation Map – A multi-scale analysis (1st Step)

Already classified field data on BE was provided in two areas of Africa: Southern and Eastern Africa. Southern Africa is represented by field data from the Northern Cape in South Africa, where BE on different farms was mapped with aerial and panchromatic images. In East Africa field data could be provided for Ethiopia which focused on the detection of *prosopis juliflora*.

After detection of woody vegetation in the Landsat scenes for a first upscale and in the MODIS tiles for the second upscale the developed process chain was used to predict BE on the continental scale.

Multispectral data of MODIS (MODA9) as used for the second up-scaling was processed for whole Africa. All data used for the up-scaling matched the observation period of the field data. Field data was available from 2007 and 2009 for South Africa and for 2013 from Ethiopia. The developed process chains were applied to the respective datasets. Predictions based on field data could therefore be made for the three different years of the input datasets. Overlapping areas out of all predictions were identified in a GIS.

4.1.1 Data processing

Figure 3 shows the multi-scale analysis using one field dataset from South Africa. The classified dataset in (a) is based on aerial photos and shows one farm where a binary classification was conducted with “bushes” and “other”. For the field data location, the respective Landsat scene (b) was identified which ideally covers the similar period of time when the aerial photos were taken. Only scenes with no or minimal cloud cover were taken into account to minimize disturbance and false classification within the image. Based on the area of the Landsat scene further on the respective MODIS tile was identified (c), ideally also within the same period of time and with minimal to no cloud cover. The “MODIS-level” was finally approached to map whole Africa using the developed processing chain (e).

The regression approach was used to derive the information of every pixel and afterwards link its spectral information and values to semantic information. Based on spectral characteristics a regression was conducted resulting in a binary classification: “bush” and “no bush”. Based on this the percentage coverage of bushes for every Landsat pixel within the classification area was computed. The regression technique was based on random forests (RF) regression trees (RT), a machine learning regression approach (Breiman, 2001).
Figure 3: Multi-scale Analysis (Example South Africa). (a) Classified field data was linked to the respective pixel in the (b) Landsat image. The regression model then was applied to the Landsat scene and further to the second level using (c) MODIS tiles. The study area as represented in (c) is depicted in (d), its location within Africa in (e). Source: own draft.
Random forests regression trees were run to determine the degree of bush encroachment. The definition according to Breiman (2001) describes random forests as “a classifier consisting of a collection of tree-structured classifiers \( \{ h(x_k), k = 1, \ldots \} \) where the \( \{ x_k \} \) are independent identically distributed random vectors and each tree casts a unit vote for the most popular class at input \( x \)” (2001: 6).

Regression of remote sensing imagery integrating this technique has already been used to detect BE. Random forests were taken into account by Gessner et al. (2013) for their study which also included the use of multi-scale datasets. In their work, besides high-resolution imagery (Ikonos, Quickbird), Landsat data represents the second level before up-scaling to moderate-resolution imagery using the MODIS sensor. Two study sites in the savanna regions of Namibia were analyzed and showed that up-scaling to a higher level is possible and leads to good results if high-resolution data or precise ground truth information is used as baseline.

The advantages of applying RF and RT lie in the non-parametric nature, high regression accuracy and being capable of determining variable importance (Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012; Symeonakis & Higginbottom, 2014). According to Rodriguez-Galiano et al. (2012) RF is “highly accurate and robust to training data reduction and noise” (Symeonakis & Higginbottom, 2014: 30). These findings led to a preference in using random forests for this approach.

**Figure 4:** Left: Process chain for the detection of bushes/woody vegetation in Africa with the first upscale using Landsat data. Field data represents the training sites in South Africa and Ethiopia. Right: Process chain for the second up-scaling using the regression result of the Landsat data as input.
Figure 4 shows the process chain for both levels – Landsat and MODIS. Field data first had to be reprojected, clipped and resampled for further use. As some classified datasets in South Africa were overlapping mosaicking was applied by calculating the mean values of overlapping pixels. After reprojection the remote sensing data was stacked, masked and clipped to prepare them for further processing. The training sites, referring to the processed field data, trained the RF regression model for the first level of remote sensing data represented by Landsat imagery. The developed process chain is further applied to the next level applying the second level model to MODIS data (Figure 4, right) where the regression result of the Landsat scenes provide the training sites for further up-scaling.

The regression results of the remote sensing (RS) image – whether Landsat scene or MODIS tile – show the percentage area covered with woody vegetation per pixel.

4.1.2 NDVI Trend analysis

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) provides information on the greenness of vegetation and thereby allows the observation of the status of land, especially when analyzing this index over time with time-series trend analysis (Nkonya et al., 2011).

Time series analysis of vegetation helps to detect certain trends of vegetation as e.g. observing land degradation processes via decreasing trends on the one hand. Increasing trends in vegetation on the other hand could not only refer to improved status of land, due to e.g. use of fertilizer or sustainable land management strategies, but at the same time describe BE and thereby a process of degradation as vegetation, here especially woody vegetation cover, is increasing while at the same time grasslands are suppressed (Bai, de Jong & van Lynden, 2010; Lesoli et al., 2013). Increasing vegetation trends over time are also reported to be related to BE in African savannas (Saha, Scanlon & D’Odorico, 2015, Mitchard & Flintrop, 2013). But in general, there is so far no reliable map which is dealing with the gain of woody vegetation cover instead of focusing only on forest loss (Mitchard & Flintrop, 2013).

Data on NDVI with values ranging from -1 to +1, is derived from remote sensing imagery using the red (RED) and near-infrared (NIR) band. The index is calculated by:

\[ NDVI = \frac{NIR - RED}{NIR + RED} \]

(Huete et al., 2002; Jiang et al. 2008)

Woody vegetation predictions as conducted in chapter 4.1.1 were overlaid with NDVI increasing trends. NDVI panel data from 1982 to 2013 was observed using the GIMMS NOAA AVHRR NDVI3g dataset with 8 km spatial resolution (Pinzon, Brown & Tucker, 2007; Pinzon & Tucker, 2014) and a bi-weekly temporal resolution. Images for the year 1981 are available but as some images are missing to get the full year coverage the analysis started in 1982.
Pixel based trends were calculated in R based on annual sums. The Mann-Kendall non-parametric trend was conducted for the detection of significant trends. Pixel with no values and non-significant trends were masked out. Afterwards the dataset was reclassified to highlight only increasing significant trends. With reclassifying and overlaying using GIS techniques hotspots were consequently identified in which woody vegetation prediction and significant increasing NDVI trends overlapped.

4.1.3 Results: Multi-Scale Analysis

Among all datasets the prediction for 2007 showed the best results which are related to the input field data with the highest resolution of 0.5 m. The field data for Ethiopia with 15 m resolution was less accurate for the training of the classification compared to the two input datasets for South Africa. Woody vegetation cover on the African continent was therefore predicted much higher based when using the Ethiopian field dataset for the classification than in the other two regressions.

Figure 5 presents the prediction based on 2007 field data. Forested areas were masked according to the GlobCover 2009 classification as the forest areas obviously report high probability of woody vegetation cover.

![Figure 5: Prediction for woody vegetation probability in Africa based on 2007 field data from South Africa.](image)
The predictions based on the 2007 and the 2009 field data were furthermore superimposed to identify those areas where both predictions match. We chose a threshold of 25% which was the closest showing BE patterns in those areas where we knew that BE processes take place such as central Namibia, South Africa, parts of Botswana and Ethiopia. Brownish patterns show those areas overlapping in both predictions—2007 and 2009—while blue colored patterns refer to woody vegetation with more than 25% for the 2007 prediction and purple patterns for the 2009 prediction respectively.

Figure 6: Woody Vegetation Map based on predicted data for 2007 and 2009. The threshold was set at 25% woody vegetation prediction for the given year based on the field data as training data for the classification.

As BE is a process we integrated the NDVI time series analysis to highlight those areas where besides the occurrence of woody vegetation significant increasing NDVI trends could be observed. Figure 7 shows the overlap of increasing NDVI trends based on the described method in chapter 4.1.1 and woody vegetation structures based on the prediction.

Southern Africa and parts of Eastern Africa, including also the study site in Ethiopia observing the spreading of *prosopis juliflora*, could be highlighted. *Prosopis juliflora* invasion sites in the Baadu case study site were analyzed in the study of Ayanu et al. (2013). Based on Landsat and ASTER data classification was conducted to measure and detect the invasion of *prosopis juliflora* for several years from 2000 until 2013. The area of BE
describing the invasion of *prosopis juliflora* is highlighted in yellow in the two smaller maps below the main map showing a close-up of Ethiopia and the Baadu case study area. Even though the Ethiopia field data is due to a much lower resolution and less promising results not included in the hotspot map (Figure 7), the area could be detected with the here documented approach by calculating increasing NDVI trends and woody vegetation cover based on BE training data for South Africa.

Figure 7: Overlap of NDVI increasing trends (trend analysis for: 1982-2013) and woody vegetation prediction.

NDVI data was derived from: http://ecocast.arc.nasa.gov/data/pub/gimms/3g.v0/
Nevertheless, according to the Hotspot-Map we could not identify areas in Namibia – a country which is severely affected by BE. Moreover, the approach detects BE in western Africa where we could not find any proof in the literature nor could verify these findings with experts in the area. Considering these results we can on the one hand identify areas affected by BE based on our method but at the same time other areas such as patterns in western Africa were inaccurate.

Table 2 lists the percentage area per country where possible BE is affecting parts of the country. Calculation is based on the overlap of NDVI significant increase and woody vegetation prediction.

Table 2: Country Statistics on overlapping woody vegetation prediction and significant NDVI increase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>ha</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>175,00</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>2750,00</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>3325,00</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>2650,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>325,00</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>75,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>3275,00</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>1925,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>975,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote d’Ivoire</td>
<td>5275,16</td>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>325,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>12580,57</td>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>200,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>4725,00</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>11475,26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>7975,00</td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>4150,00</td>
<td>Sao Tome and Principe</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>11650,00</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>1751,57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>1475,01</td>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>1431,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>150,00</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>1425,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>125,00</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>10850,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>8275,00</td>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>12325,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>975,00</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>8750,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>100,18</td>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>75,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>4650,00</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>325,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>2075,00</td>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>1800,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>256,49</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>275,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>3225,00</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>2125,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>2300,06</td>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>575,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>32,59</td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As already derived from the visual interpretation of the Figure 7 countries such as South Sudan and Ethiopia in Eastern Africa, South Africa but also Cameroon, Nigeria and Cote d’Ivoire in western Africa show the highest numbers of overlapping NDVI increase and woody vegetation prediction.

Regressions were run with up to 500 trees. Figure 8 shows the model performance for $R^2$ and RMSE (Root Mean Square Error, or MSE (Mean Square Error)) with 500 regression trees generated with the input field data of 2009 on 0.75 m resolution for Landsat and MODIS. As seen in Figure 8 showing an example from 2009 $R^2$ improves with the number of trees while also the MSE decreases simultaneously.

Figure 8: Example for $R^2$ and MSE with 500 regression trees for the South African up-scaling based on the year 2009: $R^2$ (a,c) and MSE (b,d) for Landsat (a,b) and MODIS (c,d) regression models for up to 500 regression trees.

For each field data and the respective year the $R^2$ and Mean Square Error (MSE) were calculated (see Table 3).
Table 3: $R^2$ and MSE for the Landsat and MODIS regression for 2007, 2009 and 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Landsat</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>MODIS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For South Africa first validation of the field data from 2007 conducted with 500 trees results in an $R^2$ of 0.34 and Mean Square Error (MSE) of 0.005. The up-scaling to MODIS data with 500 m resolution showed an $R^2$ of 0.94 and MSE of 0.001. Both levels were performing very well. Taking into account field data from 2009, again from South Africa, we could observe an MSE of 0.008 and an $R^2$ of 0.44 while for the MODIS regression the MSE was 0.002 and $R^2 = 0.89$.

In Ethiopia data on BE based on the spreading of *prosopis juliflora* was available for 2013. The same process chain as developed for South Africa was applied using the dataset of Ayanu et al. (2013). The first upscale to Landsat by using the initial dataset with 15 m resolution was not resulting in a clear correlation which was due to a coarser resolution of the dataset compared to the data available for South Africa. Therefore the data for Ethiopia was used as input for the second upscale to apply a regression to the MODIS tiles for 2013. Regression results for 2013 therefore are only listed for MODIS data. With regard to the coarser dataset we could also observe slightly weaker results.

According to the resolution of the remote sensing data regression results were performing better for the South African classification referring to higher $R^2$- and lower MSE-values in general (see also Table 3). To validate the model and assess its overall performance the field data samples were divided randomly into training samples (75%) and validation samples (25%). A description of the number of points that were used for training and testing can be found in Table 4.

Table 4: Number of Points used for training and testing the prediction model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># samples</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>139903</td>
<td>146760</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testing</td>
<td>46634</td>
<td>48919</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>105422</td>
<td>105957</td>
<td>2897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testing</td>
<td>35140</td>
<td>35318</td>
<td>965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of the prediction model for each field dataset and the respective upscale is visualized in Figure 9. Here, the comparison of predicted versus validation data for Landsat (a, b) and MODIS (c,d) for the years 2007 and 2009 is visualized.
The upscale for Ethiopia could only be conducted for the second upscale. Comparing this figure with the prediction for 2007 and 2009 we can identify a much better performance for the datasets provided for South Africa in those two years. As seen in the regression results of the 2013 dataset based on Ethiopia field data we can recognize a less strong performance compared to the other datasets which is also due to less many field data pixel (Figure 10).

Figure 9: Landsat and MODIS Prediction Model for 2007 and 2009.

Figure 10: Predicted results versus validation data for the Ethiopian field dataset from 2013.
As areas that represent bare soil such as deserts, urban area or water bodies should be masked out of further analysis MODIS NDVI data (Product MOD13A1) with 500 m resolution was taken into account. All values with an NDVI index below 0.1 which represent the mentioned surfaces and do not refer to vegetative cover as such were masked in the final dataset.

4.2 Bush encroachment/woody vegetation: Probability Map (2nd Step)

The generation of the probability map for BE is based on driving factors that were reported to favor and trigger BE. Africa is a very diverse continent characterized by many different agro-ecological zones (AEZ) which also hold different land management practices. Some areas favor BE more than others. Based on literature research five main impact variables were identified that are considered to trigger BE. The woody vegetation map (see chapter 4.1) was used as a main input in the following analysis. We used logistic regression to identify and rank variables related to BE. The approach is based on Dubovyk et al. (2013).

4.2.1 Causes of Bush Encroachment

Four main causal factors were identified and will be discussed further:

- Precipitation
- Soil Moisture
- Livestock Pressure – Overgrazing
- Fire Occurrence
- Atmospheric CO₂

These indicators have been analyzed and identified in various studies (e.g. van Auken, 2000; Roques et al., 2001; Sankaran et al., 2005; Kulmatiski and Beard, 2013). Other factors that possibly have an impact on BE included soil type, overhunting or eradication of indigenous savanna animals, introduction of invasive species and mismanagement (Scholes & Archer, 1997; Sankaran et al. 2005; Hudak, 1999; Roques, Connor & Watkinson, 2001; Kgosikoma, Harvie & Mojeremane, 2012). The causes of BE have not yet been fully understood (Ward, 2005). The identification of drivers is still ongoing while the main drivers could more or less be named as seen above. Soil characteristics could not be identified as high impact variables for BE as studies observing the feedback loops of soil types and BE concluded that soil characteristics alone do not represent the main cause of BE (Ward, 2005; Wiegand et al., 2005). Land use management was not identified as a key variable as stated in a study by Wigley, Bond & Hoffman (2009). Moreover, it could be recognized that some indicators such as tree dependency on rainfall showed different results across savanna systems in South
America, Africa and Australia (Lehmann et al. 2009). Nevertheless the respective variables were discussed and analyzed for the African continent to test their influence on BE.

Invasive species could have been introduced to a certain area to improve land and productivity. This e.g. happened in Ethiopia, where *prosopis juliflora* was introduced in 1983 (Ayanu et al., 2014). Mesquite, another *prosopis* species, was on the other hand brought to South Africa to establish more fodder for livestock (Wise et al., 2012). In general, the intention when introducing a non-endemic species to an area is to improve a current ecosystem. But with the introduction of a new species which describes a kind of disturbance in an established ecosystem this system can get imbalanced and begins to change if preconditions favor this change. A study in South Africa observing three different land use practices in relation to BE could state that there is no causal relationship depending on the land management practices which could not state a clear impact on the process of BE (Wigley et al., 2009). The ongoing discussion on the causes of BE raises a difficulty to identify potential variables. Therefore the main factors were highlighted and investigated with regard to their impact on woody vegetation in Africa. A deeper insight in the four main variables will be given below.

### i. Precipitation

The tree-grass co-dominance in savanna ecosystems was mainly explained by water availability as a main limiting factor (Ward, 2005). In this regard the “two-layer hypothesis” of Walter (1939) describing different levels of water availability for either grasses or woody vegetation became well known. Initially Walter (1939 and 1971) came up with this theory which was later simplified in Walker and Noy-Meir (1982) with the explanation of vertical niches (Ward et al., 2012). According to the hypothesis grasses do rely more on water or moisture which they can access in the topsoil while woody vegetation can additionally access subsoil water below the grass roots as shown in Figure 11 (Walker and Noy-Meir, 1982; Ward et al., 2012).

![Figure 11: Vertical resource partitioning by Walker and Noy-Meir 1982, in (Ward et al., 2012)](image-url)
Walter moreover stated that up to a mean annual precipitation (MAP) of 500 mm grasses dominate while above a MAP of 500 mm woody vegetation becomes the dominating vegetation (Walter 1939 in Ward et al., 2012). According to Sankaran et al. (2005) a threshold of 650 mm MAP can also describe the distinction of arid and humid but rather stable and unstable savanna systems which are shown in Figure 1. The threshold is not seen as a fixed cut-off line but rather as orientation. Below an MAP of 650mm savannas are considered to be stable as fire, herbivory and soil properties interact to reduce woody cover (Ward et al., 2012). Moreover below this threshold the system is constrained and increases also linearly with MAP (Sankaran et al., 2005).

Figure 12: Mean Annual Precipitation in Africa based on the observation period from 1950-2010. Thresholds were chosen based on literature research linked to characteristics of savanna ecosystems and the stability of these systems. Source: WorldClim – Global Climate Data, Hijmans et al. 2005.

Figure 12 shows the MAP for Africa based on data from 1950-2010 (Hijmans et al., 2005). The color scheme describes the thresholds as mentioned by Walter (1939) (500 MAP) and Sankaran et al., (2005) (650 MAP). Another threshold added is based on (Higgins et al., 2010) stating that in areas with MAP > 820 mm fire can only be confidently considered to affect
savanna structure. But also grasslands in areas where these conditions are not all valid (Sankaran et al., 2005) are affected by BE. Looking at Namibia for example which is identified with a MAP below 500 mm according to the data it should not be affected that much by woody vegetation encroachment if Walter (1939) and even Sankaran et al. (2005) were right. This statement could also be valid for parts of South Africa. Based on these restrictions a probability analysis with possible impact factors is useful. But in general this rainfall-dependent tree density relationship differs across savannas in South America, Africa and Australia (Lehmann et al., 2009).

ii. Soil Moisture

If precipitation rates change this also has an effect on soil moisture content and thereby can cause large-scale shifts in plant growth (Kulmatiski & Beard, 2013). Moreover there is a distinction between annual precipitation rates compared to precipitation intensity where last mentioned is an important aspect with regard to soil conditions as it could push soil water to deeper levels (Kulmatiski & Beard, 2013). If this happens the two-layer hypothesis of Walker and Noir-Meir (1982) becomes valid again. Moreover it is questionable which roles precipitation trends and precipitation variability play.

Soil moisture data (Essential Climate Variable (ECV) Surface soil Moisture (SM) (Product ECV SM 02.0) of ESA (Liu & Dorigo, 2012; Liu et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2012) was furthermore included in the study for further analysis. The dataset is available for the time period 1978 to 2013, has a daily observation and a spatial resolution of 25km. Figure 13 Shows mean soil moisture calculated for the year 2010.

For the probability map annual data from 2000 to 2010 was analyzed to generate the mean over this period of time. Furthermore also trends were calculated to analyze their impact.

As identified in Figure 13 some areas contain no data. Here, areas with dense vegetation such as in tropical forest areas, with ice cover, strong topography, large fractional coverage of water, or extreme desert areas are masked out as it is not possible to gather meaningful soil moisture information in those areas. As for further analysis these areas were masked out anyway as they are not relevant to BE as such these data gaps did not have an impact on the ongoing analysis.

---

1 Information by ESA via: http://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/node/136
iii. Fire Occurrence

Fire does naturally occur in savanna systems and lead to a balanced ecosystem (Scholes and Archer, 1997; Williams et al., 1999; Roques et al., 2001; Van Langevelde et al., 2003; Govender et al., 2006). If natural disturbance factors such as fire, browsing or grazing are absent the change from open to closed bush savannas can happen very fast (Scholes and Archer, 1997). We can assume that in areas where an intrusion in a balanced ecosystem occurs the natural tree-grass co-dominance changes to an imbalanced system.

Fires are naturally occurring and help to maintain grasslands where preconditions are rather favoring woodlands or forest (Bond & Midgley, 2012). Larger trees are more fire resistant than grasses and regrow fast after a fire event (Bond & Midgley, 2012). According to Higgins et al (2010) fires affect savanna structure at MAP >820 mm. The suppression or prevention from fire is reported to trigger bush encroachment (Scholes & Archer, 1997; Lesoli et al. 2013; Kgosikoma & Mogotsi, 2013).
Data on fire occurrence was provided by NASA based on LANCE FIRMS MODIS Active Fire data. Five years from 2010 to 2014 were analyzed to find the mean fire occurrence among the region. The datasets provide location of the pixel with fire occurrence at a certain time during the year by a point-shapefile. Within the data files the date of fire occurrence is listed. Additionally a confidence measurement is provided which ranges between 0 and 100% (Giglio et al. 2003). Hotspots of fire occurrence are grouped based on their confidence value given in the dataset. According to Giglio (2010) high confidence of the occurrence of a hotspot is given at >80%. For the analysis all pixel with a confidence level of >80% confidence level were therefore taken into account as higher confidence levels can be used to reduce the number of false alarms (Giglio, 2010). With a 1km-grid that was produced for Africa the number of fires for each year that occurred within one grid was calculated with zonal statistics. The sum of fires for each year between 2010 and 2014 built the baseline for the mean annual sum of fire occurrence on the African continent among five years in the respective time period (Figure 14).

Figure 14: Annual Sum Fire Occurrence. Reference period: 2010-2014. The number of fires occurring each year with a confidence level of >80% were taken into account to generate a mean annual sum fire occurrence map for Africa. Data Source: LANCE FIRMS MODIS Active Fire data.
iv. Atmospheric CO₂

The impact of increasing atmospheric CO₂ on increasing woody vegetation and the suppression of grasslands is coming up more recently with regard to studies addressing this issue (Moleele et al., 2002; Bond et al., 2003; Ward, 2005; Buitenwerf et al., 2012). According to Bond and Midgley (2012) increasing CO₂ levels could favor trees over grasses. It can be assumed that because of increasing CO₂ levels trees grow faster and build their stems more rapidly and longer to be more fire prone. Moreover studies showed that in Savannas with higher CO₂ trees grew more than twice as fast as in a pre-industrial atmosphere (Kgope et al., 2010).

With regard to these information data on CO₂ emission from fossil fuel combustion was used as input variable for further analysis. Data was available via the Fossil Fuel Data Assimilation System (FFDAS) – Product FFDAS v2.0. The data can be downloaded with 0.1°/hourly spatial resolution and a monthly or annual temporal resolution.

Figure 15: CO₂ Emission Intensity per Pixel. Source: FFDAS 2010 via: http://hpcg.purdue.edu/FFDAS/index.php?page=media (Rayner et al., 2010)
Figure 15 shows the mean flux for 2010 expressing emissions as a product of areal population density, per capita economic activity, energy intensity of the economy, and carbon intensity of energy (Rayner et al., 2010).

v. Livestock Pressure – Overgrazing

Overgrazing is often mentioned to be one of the main cause for BE (Walter 1964, Scholes and Archer, 1997; Ward, 2005; Coetzee et al., 2008).

Especially in arid savannas overgrazing can be a more important causal factor than CO₂ effects (Bond and Midgley, 2012).

Figure 16: Cattle Density of Africa. Gridded Livestock of the World (GLW) v2.01 – June 2014 with reference period of 2010, FAO.

A study in Botswana conducted by Moleele et al. (2002) came to the conclusion that besides soil moisture, nutrient concentration and low fire frequency high cattle density is leading to increasing woody vegetation which thereby specifies livestock pressure and overgrazing as
input variables for the probability analysis. Some studies deny this link but as it is reported to be an impact factor for BE in most of the literature it was a possible dataset to include in the analysis. Data as shown in Figure 16 is based on “Gridded Livestock of the world” (GLW) by FAO. Different livestock densities, including cattle density, are provided with 1 km resolution. Moreover the updated dataset from 2014 with the reference period from 2010 was chosen. As data for the whole African continent was needed a global or at least regional dataset needed to be found which could be provided with the here described dataset of FAO. Nevertheless it has to be mentioned that livestock in Africa is rather disperse which is not included in the general description of “livestock density”. Still, it was taken into account for logistic regression modeling to analyze the impact of the provided dataset and compare it with other possible indicators.

4.2.2 Logistic regression modeling

All datasets were resampled to the same pixel size. A 10-km grid was created in which the respective datasets were calculated via zonal statistics. The analysis was conducted in ArcGIS and QGIS. Depending on the dataset different approaches were applied. For soil moisture, precipitation, cattle density and CO₂ the mean value within each grid was taken into account. For fire occurrence the sum of fires that occurred within the 10km by 10km grid within the respective period of time was calculated. Finally, the generated information on woody vegetation prediction was also calculated via zonal statistics. For logistic regression modeling a binary variable was created based on the predicted woody vegetation layer. All pixels with a probability of more than 25% woody vegetation were reclassified as 1, all others as 0. For the 10 km by 10 km the majority rule via zonal statistics was approached.

Information on land cover was integrated using data by GlobCover 2009 which includes in total 23 land cover classes. Analysis on woody vegetation cover was therefore also distinguished by land cover classes.

4.2.3 Results: Probability Mapping for Bush Encroachment

The probability map was generated based on statistical and geospatial analysis with input data of the five main impact variables discussed in chapter 4.2.1. The approach is based on Dubovyk et al. (2013) using spatial logistic regression modeling.

Logistic regression modeling was applied to quantify the impact of all trigger variables for BE and calculate probabilities of woody vegetation occurrence in Africa. Table 5 gives an overview about the input variables for the model.
Table 5: Input variables for logistic regression modeling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Nature of Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I Dependent</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>Woody Vegetation Predictions based on 2007 and 2009 field data</td>
<td>Up-scaling approach based on random forests (see chapter 4.2)</td>
<td>Binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>II Independent</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil Moisture</td>
<td>Soil Moisture Data (observation period 2010)</td>
<td>ESA Product ECV SM 02.0</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Occurrence</td>
<td>Mean Fire Occurrence (observation period 2000-2010)</td>
<td>LANCE FIRMS MODIS Active Fire data</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ Mean</td>
<td>Mean CO₂ flux (observation period 1999-2009)</td>
<td>Fossil Fuel Data Assimilation System (FFDAS) – Product FFDAS v2.0</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Cover</td>
<td>Global Land Cover (GlobCover2009)</td>
<td>Arino et al. 2012</td>
<td>Additional Dataset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nature of the dependent variable, represented by the overlay of the two predictions for 2007 and 2009, was binary. Among the two classes 0 describes “no woody vegetation” referring to a prediction of less than 25% woody vegetation cover; and 1 defines “woody vegetation” cover with more than 25% prediction of woody vegetation cover. The logistic regression model was based on Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000), as also used in Dubovy et a. (2013):

\[
P(y) = 1 + \exp - P(y) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp - (\beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \beta_i x_i)}
\]

\(P(y)\) describes the probability of the dependent variable \(y\) being woody vegetation linked to BE (1) given the independent factors \(x_1, ..., x_n\). Variance inflation factors (VIF) are calculated to avoid multi-collinearity of the variables. As no variable crossed a VIF greater than 2 all variables could be taken into account. In total 258,378 observation points were included.

In addition to the explanatory variables land cover information based on Globcover 2009 (Arino et al. 2012) was integrated. By this, also individual behavior within the land cover classes could be analyzed. Classes such as forests were dropped during the analysis as woody vegetation cover obviously is occurring with high probabilities and not referring to BE as such. In total 23 different land cover classes were integrated, including forest and bare areas, to get a first overview on distribution of woody vegetation in the different classes. Logistic regression modeling was conducted with STATA.
For some insights in the distribution of woody and non-woody vegetation Figure 17 gives the percentage of combined larger classes with regard to woody vegetation cover. Shrublands and forests can be identified to be mainly covered with high probabilities of woody vegetation.

Figure 17: Distribution of woody vegetation and non-woody vegetation in percentage in the different land cover zones according to GlobCover 2009. The ratio among all pixels within a land cover class was taken into account.

All impact variables were standardized as their value range was not equally distributed and to furthermore eliminate false alarms. Logistic regression explaining woody vegetation occurrence with regard to the five main trigger factors showed significance for all variables (see Table 6).

Table 6: Logistic Regression Modeling for woody vegetation prediction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>Std. Err.</th>
<th>P&gt;z</th>
<th>[95% Conf. Intervall]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cattle Density</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (MAP)</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil Moisture</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Occurrence</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO² Emissions</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.002**</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As land cover plays a role with regard to BE, especially in grasslands and bushlands, logistic regression modeling integrated analysis of the behavior of all variables in different land cover classes.
Although, all variables showed high significance, three variables – Precipitation, Soil Moisture and Cattle Density – on the one hand showed higher effect size and thereby higher impact on the model than Fire Occurrence and CO₂ emissions on the other hand. Focusing on the main impact variables in a regression and dropping the two variables on fire occurrence and CO₂ emissions while linking the information to land cover still resulted in a slightly similar explanation of the variance of the input variable with an R² of 0.61 (dropping Fire Occurrence and CO₂ emissions) compared to 0.67 (including all five possible trigger variables).

Based on logistic regression the predicted values were calculated. Statistics and ROC were calculated for both models as described above: the three main impact variables Precipitation, Soil Moisture and Livestock Density and a model including all five variables. Both models were calculated in dependency of land cover and without. As forest areas were dropped during the analysis, as they obviously show high probabilities of woody vegetation, these classes were masked.

With a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) the different logistic regression models were assessed for their accuracy in predicting woody vegetation that could be related to BE. The ROC is used to assess the quality of the model and compare different model scenarios (Pontius & Schneider, 2001). The two different scenarios as described above were taken into account. One includes (i) all five impact variables and (ii) only the three variables with the highest impact, both considering the effect of land cover. The second scenario was not linked to land cover information and tested the general effect of the two different sets of variables on woody vegetation patterns.

According to the ROC statistics (Table 7) and the ROC curves (Figure 18) the model including all 5 variables in dependency to land cover is reporting the best results (LC5var). It reports an accuracy of around 93 %. When only three variables were included accuracy is only dropping marginal by 0.01 %. If land cover information is neglected logistic regression modeling is still able to predict 82 % or 83 % respectively of woody vegetation cover linked to bush encroachment in a 10 by 10 km grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7: ROC Statistics.</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Std. Err.</th>
<th>Correctly Classified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land Cover Dependent</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 variables (MAP, SM, Cattle Dens)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all 5 impact variables</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Land Cover Dependent</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 variables (MAP, SM, Cattle Dens)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all 5 impact variables</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 18: ROC Curves for four possible models chosen via logistic regression modeling and analysis of impact variables. LC3var describes the model including the three main impact variables (Precipitation, Soil Moisture and Cattle Density) in dependency of land cover, LC5var includes all five main impact variables discussed in this section. P3var and p5var furthermore refer to the models including all five impact variables (p5var) and only three main impact variables (p3var) without being linked to land cover information.

Even though the results for the model including all five variables represented the best but model validation did not show high discrepancy. Figure 19 represents the probability map resulting out of the logistic regression modeling including the three variables with the highest impact considering land cover information. Compared with a second map which we calculated for all five impact variables we could observe that both maps showed high probability (dark brownish) of occurring woody vegetation triggered by the included variables in Eastern Africa. Here, especially Ethiopia and parts of Kenya and Uganda as well as South Sudan were highlighted. But also parts of western Africa show high probability. It was also interesting that dropping the two variables with less impact – fire occurrence and CO₂ emissions – did not result in a big shift regarding the probability patterns in most parts of Africa. Slightly different patterns again could be found in Easter Africa, especially Ethiopia and South Sudan.

But we could also observed that those areas were BE is reported to be a severe problem were not depicted with high probabilities. This is e.g. valid for Namibia and parts of South Africa. Moreover, high probabilities are depicted in western Africa where BE is not stated as a problem as such. Regarding the map this statement cannot be confirmed.
Figure 19: Probability of bush encroachment based on the prediction for woody vegetation of 2007 and 2009 including three main impact variables: precipitation, soil moisture and cattle density under consideration of land cover.
5. Discussion

BE mapping so far has only been carried out on local scales with a few examples representing national approaches. The objective of this study was to develop a process-chain which helps to upscale field data on BE detection to a much larger extent. Here, based on field data a process chain was developed to detect and predict woody vegetation and BE on the African continent. Field data was available for two regions in Africa: two study sites in South Africa and one study site in Ethiopia. Both training datasets represent rather small regions. Nevertheless we tested to upscale this data to a larger area. Due to the large spatial extent, this study covers multispectral datasets in different resolutions. A trend analysis of NDVI was integrated to get closer to the analysis of BE as a process happening over time. Significant increasing NDVI trends and the prediction of woody vegetation based on the results derived from the regression modeling of field data helped to identify those areas where woody vegetation cover is possibly linked to BE. NDVI data was furthermore used to mask urban or water covered areas.

Determined by the input field data, the first upscale was conducted with Landsat imagery of 30 m resolution and the second upscale based on MODIS imagery with 500 m resolution. The input field data for South Africa came with a higher resolution than the one of Ethiopia. Field data from South Africa had a resolution of 0.5 m (2007) and 0.75 m (2009). The dataset for Ethiopia was only available with a 15 m-resolution as it was based on ASTER imagery and thereby provided a much lower resolution compared to the two study sites in South Africa. Here, the first up-scaling to Landsat imagery resulted in weak regression results and therefore was upscaled to MODIS imagery with 500 m resolution only. Even though regression results, referring to a relatively high $R^2$ (0.65) and a low RMSE (0.04), were performing more than acceptable the output dataset showed significant differences compared to the predicted datasets based on the high resolution field data from South Africa. Integrating this data for further analysis was thereby less promising. The datasets were comparable but probabilities for woody vegetation were much higher in the prediction for 2013, generated with input data from Ethiopia, which is due to a finer resolution of the South Africa dataset that resulted in the predictions for 2007 and 2009. But we could observe equally distributed patterns in all predictions. The higher the resolution of the input dataset the more predictions were comparable with land cover classes in the respective regions with regard to the percentage of woody vegetation cover. According to these findings, the 2007 prediction relying on the input field data with the highest resolution reported the best results. We can agree with Gessner et al. (2013) stating that high-resolution data for accurate up-scaling with regression tree modeling is necessary. Although, the study area of Gessner et al. (2013) only covered small regions in Namibia including two training sites both within Savanna ecosystems, these conclusions are also valid when up-scaling to a much larger extent which could be confirmed by our study.
NDVI trend analysis was conducted to detect significant increasing and decreasing vegetation trends with non-parametric Mann Kendall trend analysis during the observation period from 1982 to 2013. Increasing vegetation trends not only refer to e.g. the use of innovative technologies meaning the application of fertilizer or improved irrigation techniques that result in increasing vegetation cover and/or density. These trends can also be related to BE processes. Therefore an overlay was processed in a GIS to identify areas where significant increasing vegetation trends overlap with woody vegetation detection according to the predictions for 2007 and 2009. Even though the dataset of Ethiopia was not included in the hotspot analysis it could be shown that the Baadu case study site analyzed by Ayanu et al. (2013) which showed invasion processes by *prosopis juliflora* – a BE species – was located in one of the detected hotspots. Besides that we found many detected hotspots in western Africa where according to literature and experts the occurrence of BE is rather low. Also did we observe a lack of hotspots in Namibia and South Africa where we expected them. We assume that due to an increase of more high resolution training data these results might improve. But in general we would agree that a combination of vegetation development and detection of woody vegetation represent a good method to get more information about the presence of BE considering the inclusion of more good training data.

There is still ongoing discussion about the factors triggering the process of BE. Different variables are still approached to detect if they favor the invasion of bushes by suppressing grasslands. Five main variables were identified to explain predicted woody vegetation cover based on BE study sites. These were: precipitation (mean annual precipitation (MAP)), soil moisture, fire occurrence, cattle density and CO₂ emissions. Logistic regression modeling showed significance for all five variables. Nevertheless two variables, fire occurrence and CO₂ emissions, resulted in a lower impact for the model. Therefore, two predictions including land cover information were calculated and mapped. Results only had slight changes but in all cases highlighted parts of the Savanna regions in western Africa and especially Eastern Africa with Ethiopia and southern Sudan. It has to be mentioned that those indicators are chosen according to the literature and there is no agreement on their impact but still indetermination if they trigger BE or not and to what extent. The accuracy of the chosen models was analyzed with ROC statistics. All models showed a high accuracy reporting correctly classified pixel for the prediction of around 90 %. The model with the best results included all five impact variables including also land cover information and the individual behavior of these variables within each class. To improve this study further analysis might also search for other impact variables that might play a role. But of course data availability on a large scale as the African continent might be a problem.

The combination of different approaches helps to get a better understanding of BE processes at continental scale. Nevertheless, high resolution data is necessary to train the model and finally get the most accurate results. This was already reported in studies before and could be shown at continental level. Although, there is still doubt whether certain
indicators actually favor BE, logistic regression modeling could help to prove the significance of all impact variables including mean annual precipitation, soil moisture, cattle density, fire occurrence and CO₂ emissions. There might be individual cases on the global scale where certain indicators have a bigger impact than others. This approach helped to get a regional view of the problem and detect possible BE patterns as well as regions that are vulnerable to BE due to their preconditions.

Further approaches should take into consideration using high-resolution images input datasets to increase the accuracy of the results. In our study, impact variables were chosen by literature review. With a geodatabase for Africa and woody vegetation hotspot modeling as shown in this study also indicators that might be related to BE but are not yet under consideration could provide more detailed information and especially insight in the process of BE. Input of more high resolution field data from different parts of Africa moreover would be useful as species might differ in their presence in certain areas. Western Africa so far has only a very few studies focusing the problem of BE. According to our studies there are certain patterns in western Africa where BE might be a problem as also preconditions would favor BE.
6. Conclusion and Outlook

Bush encroachment is a global problem and often refers in literature to a process of environmental degradation. In Africa pastoralists are directly affected by the invasion of woody vegetation and the simultaneous suppression of grasses due to the increasing of unpalatable species for their livestock. Therefore, analysis on the extent of BE and the variables that influence this process was approached in this study with a multi-scale approach using remote sensing and GIS. Two main outputs were developed: prediction of woody vegetation cover and a probability map for BE, both for the African continent. The combination of remote sensing and GIS here proved to be a suitable tool to get information about processes occurring on a larger scale to go beyond the local analysis. By detecting hotspots of BE and regions that could be affected due to their preconditions, which favor impact factors triggering BE, this study contributed to research to protect pastoral environments and rural areas in Africa and thereby support sustainable land use. Continental and even global mapping approaches can only give a more generalized view on local processes. Nevertheless, they support the detection of areas where further research is necessary via employing detailed, local analysis and for guidance of the field campaigns.

Our study showed that up-scaling from field data to the continental level can be conducted with a process chain based on the random forests regression trees. The resolution of the input dataset determined the reliability of the results. The woody vegetation cover linked to BE was predicted for whole Africa using mainly two field BE datasets from two different areas in South Africa and one area in Ethiopia. The BE map based on the input dataset with the highest resolution – 0.5 m – lead to the best results (with $R^2 = 0.87$ for up-scaling to the MODIS-level) taking into account the performance of predicted versus validation data. A dataset from Ethiopia with a resolution of 15 m per pixel e.g. lead to less promising ($R^2 = 0.65$ for the same upscale).

Multiple indications can be taken into account to refer to BE processes. Besides impact or trigger variables that are linked to BE according to multiple studies conducted in Africa also NDVI trend analysis could provide further information. While decreasing NDVI trends are mainly linked to degradation processes increasing trends can state the process of BE; BE describes the invasion and increasing woody vegetation not naturally occurring in the area. The overlay of significant increasing NDVI trends with prediction of woody vegetation cover derived from field data could detect areas where BE patterns are reported. A future work should be conducted on integration of more field data in the developed approach to further validate the produced BE map for African continent.

Logistic regression modeling was conducted including five variables that were reported to impact BE according to literature research. Dependent variable was based on the woody vegetation prediction. The explanatory variables included mean annual precipitation, soil
moisture, cattle density, fire occurrence and CO$_2$ emissions. All variables showed significance even though variables such as precipitation and soil moisture had a much higher impact than the other variables.

This study aimed at the development of a multi-scale approach to detect BE on the continental level. Training data for this study was only available for three study sites in Southern and Eastern Africa which could not represent the African continent sufficiently. The here presented approach could highlight some areas where BE is actually occurring and stated as a problem but neglected others and presented false results in regions where BE is not reported to be occurring. Africa is highly diverse with regard to its many agro-ecological zones. For further analysis besides the integration of more training samples represented by e.g. Google Earth Imagery and RGB-classification techniques, we favor a more ecosystem-driven approach which additionally includes local drivers of bush encroachment instead of focusing on general impact factors.

Our study showed that analysis on different scales with the use of different methods leads to promising results to detect and analyze a complex problem such as BE. But still further research is needed which includes the integration of more high resolution data and a local analysis of impact variables to not generalize individual BE species and get more reliable results.
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